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Summary
	The first officer’s team has meet up with the leader of the group and learned their next target is Starbase 78.  With the war going on with the Synod, Starbase 78 is under manned and a perfect target.  They need to let the captain know, but are too close to the base and any outgoing messages would give their position away.  Leaving the base, they met up with an wanted bully who attacks them.  The CMO beams down to distract the gathering group so that the SO only beams aboard the away team.  The doctor was singed by a phaser that fired as they were leaving.
	The FCO and CMO located the main cargo bay which has just been delivered a major supply of weapons from many races.  A large freighter, heavily armed, is waiting to be supplied and head off for its destination.  The FCO and CMO were beamed to the Chameleon where the FCO went to help the engineer with a minor problem in the ships engines.
	The new CTO has arrived aboard the Nighthawk and has been filled in by the captain about his duties; top of the list is familiarizing himself with the Chameleon.  The resident Cardassian has been making ‘friends’
	
Announcements

	Another warm welcome to Patrick as our new CTO

Thanks for getting most of the logs in on time.  Please don’t forget to post
	I will be absent next week.  The Chameleon has been turned over to the FCO.  Rose is helping somewhere.

Time Lapse:
20 minutes in which time the team will have planned their strategy for laying the explosives.
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Captain's Log Stardate 10610.07: I am still awaiting word from the away team.  I have also gotten a new CTO which I have to brief and fill in on all the secrets of this ship.

First officer's log, stardate 10610.07 - We are about to try and convince the starbase chief about our intentions and even our identities. It will be tough, but we have a good chance.

<<<<<<<<<<<< Never Reveal your Secrets >>>>>>>>>>

CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::At the Tactical Console watching the incoming shuttle on sensors::
CSO Chris says:
::Looks carefully around the corridor::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Sitting in his quarters sipping on a cup of coffee, reading over the CTO's Service record::
SO Lt Rose says:
@:: On the Chameleon trying to figure out how to contact someone on the away team while the EO works on the engine, which seems to be having some kind of power fluctuation.::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Looks around as they enter the command centre and wonders for a moment what the station commander looks like::
FCO Eagle says:
::Looks down through the vent to see if he can spot any guards::
CNS Raven says:
:: Enters with the other two:: XO: One down...
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#*CO* Captain, I read one incoming Federation Shuttle arriving from the aft.
CMO Hunter says:
::Whispers:: FCO: See anything?
SO Lt Rose says:
Hmmm... :: Locates the counselors transponder signal and sends a 'buzz' through it.::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#*CIV*: Very well.
CSO Chris says:
::Whispers:: CNS/XO: Unless necessary I'd prefer not to use my tricorder. They bought it was a personal database but you never know what the next will think
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#*CO* Shall I hail?
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Looks at the ceiling as if her time is well wasted waiting for the CO to respond in the obvious::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#*CIV*: Confirm the identity and once that is done have the passenger report to my quarters.

Scenery: In the large cargo hold, there are crews bringing in new supplies while others seem to be filling orders.  Still others are standing around, watching what is going on and a few are just talking; taking time off.

FCO Eagle says:
::Takes out his tricorder::  CMO:  Can't spot any by eye contact, so hopefully the tricorder will give us some information.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Waving a hand in the air::  *CO* Yeah...
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods:: CSO: Indeed.. We could also just say we stole it off a starfleet officer and figured it out on the fly.... But hey.. ::Smiles at Chris, still walking slowly to the centre of the room::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#COM: Shuttle: Federation shuttle this is U.S.S. Nighthawk.  Please identify.
CNS Raven says:
::Feels his subdermal transponder vibrate:: XO: My commbadge is buzzing again. Think its the ship trying to make contact?
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: If only we could get them all into one place and take them out of the equasion.
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  I'm going to contact Varesh and see if it's clear to communicate.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Looks at Raven:: CNS: Possible.. Better not answer though, might look suspicious if you'd start talking to thin air...
CSO Chris says:
::Thinks the XO would make a lousy spy but goes along:: CNS/XO: Here’s the next obstacle ::points at the door with the side panel::
FCO Eagle says:
~~~CNS:  Varesh, is it safe to communicate with the XO?~~~
CNS Raven says:
~~~FCO: Not right now - we're in the dragon's lair.~~~
CSO Chris says:
CNS/XO: I suppose we just use the buzzer?
CTO Ens AlThor says:
&COM: USS Nighthawk: This is Ens Al'Thor reporting for duty aboard.
FCO Eagle says:
~~~CNS:  Check with the XO.....we've come across a large room with all sorts of arsenal.  There are personnel in the room and we're sitting right above.  How does he want us to proceed?~~~
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Any ideas how we can get them all in a group and somehow take them out?
CMO Hunter says:
::Finds himself wishing he could listen in::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Spots a big set of door and nudges the CNS:: CNS: Look at that.. Think it's behind there?
CNS Raven says:
XO: Garvin. Our Eagle found a stash of stingers. He wants to know what to do.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#COM: Shuttle: Affirmative Ensign.  ::Tapping a few keys on her console::  I note you are expected.  You are late exactly 43 seconds.  Once aboard have the Transporter Chief direct you to the Captain's Quarters.  Nighthawk out.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ ::Sighs as he does not comment.::  OK... let's try... hmmm... who else... the doctor.  :: Finds his transponder and sends a slight buzz through that one.::
CNS Raven says:
::Looks at the doors:: XO: As for the doors, I'm not sure what we're looking for, so its as good a guess as any.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods slowly, thinking for a moment:: CNS: Take note of content, but avoid entry and detection at all costs...
CTO Ens AlThor says:
&::Pilots the shuttle towards shuttle bay 1::
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Ah, don't look so inquisitive......it's not like we're talking about you.  ::grins broadly::
CSO Chris says:
::Examines the panel::

ACTION: A yell is given out by the foreman and all but those caring weapons openly, go to the door to deal with a large shipment.

CNS Raven says:
::Nods:: ~~~FCO: Aaron, he says you should keep watch, but don't go in and avoid detection.~~~
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: Yeah, that's what you say. ::Grins::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
&COM: USS Nighthawk: Shuttle requesting permission to dock in shuttle bay 1.
CSO Chris says:
XO/CNS: Actually I can easily open the door. Shall I ?
FCO Eagle says:
~~~CNS:  He wants us to just sit here?  You know I'm not good at just sitting around.~~~
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Opens shuttle bay doors::  COM: Al'Thor: Permission granted Ensign.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods:: CSO: Seeing as there are no guards, and they are expecting us, it would be safe to say we can open this door on our own...
CNS Raven says:
~~~FCO: I know flyboy, but that is the orders. At least give us some warning if it turns out to be impossible.~~~
CTO Ens AlThor says:
&::Pilots the shuttle into the bay and lands::
FCO Eagle says:
::Sighs:: ~~~CNS:  Understood, Eagle out.~~~
CSO Chris says:
::Nods and pushes the buttons accordingly lookind sideways at the guards::
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Well, our orders are to just stay put.  We're to avoid detection at all costs.
CMO Hunter says:
::Scratches his arm:: FCO: Damn arm's buzzing again.
Shuttle OPS says:
#::approaches the shuttle::

ACTION: As the CSO rings the buzzer the huge door open.  Inside there is a large room, with a large table in the middle of the room with a star chart on it.  There is a small group of people standing near the table, they look up at the new arrivals, and continue there way.  One man stands up from the chair and approaches them.

CTO Ens AlThor says:
&::Exits the shuttle::
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: Aw can't we just drop one vole on 'em... wind 'em up a bit?
FCO Eagle says:
::Takes the knife out from his boot::  CMO:  You want me to cut it off for you?  ::Grins::
CNS Raven says:
::Ponders the twinge his transponder gave him and follows the others as he thinks.::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ Come on someone... pick up the phone... ::Starts a general schematic of the area.::
Shuttle OPS says:
#::Rushes up to the CTO::  CTO: Greetings sir, may I help you with your belongings?
CSO Chris says:
::stays at attention looking at the approaching figure::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Looks as a man approaches them, waiting for him to meet them::
CMO Hunter says:
::eyes the knife:: FCO: Not with that thing... ::pauses:: ...I'd prefer my nice new one. ::grins::
Thart says:
XO: You are Lomez.  I was awaiting you arrival.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#Shuttle OPS: Please tell me where the captain is.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Grabs his travel bag::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ OK... they are broken into two groups.  The counselor is in one, the doctor is in the other and neither are answering... ack... Hmmm...
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods:: Thart: I am.. My apologies for my delay, I had to avoid a starfleet vessel on the way here..
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  We really haven't had much time to interact.....guess we have time now!
Shuttle OPS says:
#CTO: No problem sir.... and by-the-way... next time please dock at Shuttle bay One.  This bay is reserved.  ::hands the CTO a PADD with plans of the ship and directions to the CO's quarters::  Have a pleasant stay sir.  I'l have your belongings stored in your quarters.
Thart says:
;:Nods:: XO: Of course, did you bring back the item I requested?
CNS Raven says:
::Goes into a light trance, keeping an alert look on his face, though his mind is searching as far away from the station as he can::
CMO Hunter says:
::Admires his souvenir:: FCO: What do you think of this engraving on the blade?
CSO Chris says:
::Looks curiously at Thart, without showing alarm::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods slowly, thinking:: Thart: Of course.. It is locked away safely onboard of my shuttle..
SO Lt Rose says:
@ One more try... if you don't answer Aaron, I may never forgive you.  :: Sends the energy through to his transponder and waits.::
FCO Eagle says:
::looks at the engraving and runs his finger over the knife::  CMO:  So where'd you pick this up at?
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#Shuttle OPS: Thank you.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
::Heads out of the shuttle bay and towards a turbo lift::
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: This is the one I acquired from the thug in the corridor just before we met back up with you again.
Shuttle OPS says:
#::Nods as he watches the new CTO leave::
CSO Chris says:
Self: Bluffing never works....
Thart says:
::Nods:: XO: I knew you to be a safe man, bring it to me as soon as you can.  You have any trouble getting here?
SO Lt Rose says:
@:: Calls out to the back area:: EO: Tell me again the advantage of having two telepaths around?  ::Sighs::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Continues the sensor sweep of the area::
CNS Raven says:
::Feels a familiar presence and hides a smile, turning his attention to the conversation happening in the room::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
Thart: Not really.. I just had to dodge a Starfleet patrol vessel on my way in. Other than that, it was smooth sailing..
CO Capt Monroe says:
#*CIV*: Any report from anyone?
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Arrives at the turbolift, enters:: Turbolift: Deck 2.
FCO Eagle says:
::Reaches one hand over to his shoulder::  CMO:  Okay, I guess you're not losing your mind.  I just got a light vibration located.......in my shoulder.
CNS Raven says:
~~~FCO: Aaron, cast about a bit, I think Rose is hanging around.~~~
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#*CO*: Negative Monroe.
Thart says:
XO: Come, come, let me show you plans that will use that you have stolen from the Federation.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Looks up, when was he suppose to be called by his last name::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Smiles and nods, ready to follow Thart to wherever he wants to show the plans::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#*CIV*: Very Well Captain out.
CSO Chris says:
::smiles as well and follows, making sure her tricorder is recording::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Arrives at Deck 2, exits the turbolift and heads to the CO's quarters::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#*CO* The shuttle carrying out new Chief of Security has arrived however.  You should expect him shortly.
Thart says:
::Walks over to the board:: XO: As you see the Explosives you have stolen will help us wipe out this starbase.  ::Points at the point on the star map::

ACTION: A large freighter of mixed components throughout the Federation enters the area, heavily armed.

CNS Raven says:
::Looks at the map, a little perturbed at the mention of wiping out starbases::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#*CIV*: Good, Ms Marat.  Keep me apprised at anything.
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  I'm really not good at just sitting around doing nothing.  Wish there was more we could do right now.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Follows Thart to the board and looks at what he does:: Thart: Indeed.. They are usefull indeed..
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Arrives at the CO's door and rings the chime::
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: Hey, lets drop a vole in there and watch them hunt it.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ EO: We got trouble... how are you doing back there?
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#*CO*: Really?  ::Sarcastic::  Am I to take that as a responsibility of the individual at the Tactical console?
CSO Chris says:
Thart: That’s a very good plan, that Starbase harbors dozens of spaceships
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  I'm going to see if somehow I can contact Rose.
CSO Chris says:
::Trying to get more info out of why really they want to blow up that particular SB::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ EO: I am going to pull us back a bit... I do not like this one bit...
CO Capt Monroe says:
#*CIV*: Well yes.  CTO: Come.
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: Spoilsport. ::grins and returns to admiring his blade::
FCO Eagle says:
~~~SO:  Can you hear my thoughts?~~~
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Enters the quarters:: CO: Ensign Rand Al'Thor reporting as ordered, sir.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Glances sideways at the CNS, then at the CSO to see whether he can read anything from their expressions:: Thart: What kind of a timeframe were you thinking to execute this plan?
SO Lt Rose says:
@ :: Jumps lightly as she hears a voice in her head.::
Thart says:
XO: I am hoping in about a few hours.  We have ships ready to deploy we just need those explosives.
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Maybe we can pick up a souvenir before we destroy this place.  ::Grins::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CTO: At ease Ensign.  Welcome to the Nighthawk.
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Looks around the room as if Aaron was there with her::  Ok... now what I am supposed to do?  Of course I am here and something is coming your way that is not good.
CMO Hunter says:
::Looks up:: FCO: Hey, I already got mine. ::Smiles broadly::
CSO Chris says:
Thart: Lets talk payment too ...
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Relaxes a little:: CO: Thank you sir.
Thart says:
CSO: Payment?  I already paid you.... twice in fact.
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  What, you mean you wouldn't want one of those Romulan disruptors to go along with it?
CSO Chris says:
Thart: Well, but we have the merchandise don't we? And who pays for our trouble with Starfleet?
CNS Raven says:
::Chuckles:: CSO: It should be three times for the effort we went through.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Stands and heads to the large screen:: CTO: What you are about to see is classified and you are not to mention this to anyone, even our exchange officer.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods:: Thart: Great, then we can come along and watch.. That'll be our revenge for their harassing us on the way here.. ::Looks at Thart:: That is, if we can..
CSO Chris says:
Thart: Furthermore, that baboon of yours searched us ::points to one of the guards:: Thart: I need compensation for that as well
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: That actually doesn't sound like a bad idea... ever seen a Romulan disruptor with a bayonet?
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Follows the CO to the screen:: CO: I understand sir.
Thart says:
XO: I see your cohort is greedy.  Very well.  ::Motions to a guard::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ :: Sets the comm-signal on a very narrow and coded beam and tries that.:: *FCO*: There are bats in the belfry and they are coming to visit you.
FCO Eagle says:
::Holds in a chuckle::  CMO:  No, but I'm sure you'd like to have one!
CSO Chris says:
::Rolls her eyes at the XO's inability to negotiate. Does he know there are no explosives?::
CSO Chris says:
Self: If only we could get this information out of the starbase before we are all killed
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: I used to retrofit weapons in my spare time at the academy... I'm sure I could manage it.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#Computer: Access to USS Chameleon, Specs and details, Authorization Monroe, Alpha 4-1 Tango Beta.
FCO Eagle says:
::hears the message from Rose::  *SO*:  Elaborate.
Computer says:
# Access granted.
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Then you wouldn't mind making one for me!  ::grins::
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: Maybe... if you got a better knife. ::grins::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Looks around for a moment, causally, then turns to Thart again:: Thart: Excuse us then, we will get your items... Give us half an hour.. And please, instruct the guards to let us pass next time, I do not like being delayed so moch, neither by foe, nor friend..
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CTO: We have a ship which is unique to us.  It is called the Chameleon.  It uses a Holographic cloak that bends light to make it disappear.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ Yes! *FCO*: Finally!  I am not sure what is going on, but a large freighter, heavily armed has just pulled up.  I am here if you need me, even if you don't and I have a ship full of presants the captain thought you should give to your new friends.  They are really bright.
CSO Chris says:
Thart: Meanwhile prepare payment ::grins::
Thart says:
XO: Very well.  Hurry back, we need that to continue our time schedule, and I don't like to be delayed.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CO: Fascinating sir.
FCO Eagle says:
*SO*:  We're not really in a position to do anything.  We're holding position inside a ventilation system just above a large room with lots of arsenal.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Smiles:: Thart: Then we are alike, you and I... See you soon then... ::Turns to leave::
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Well, at least we've made contact with the SO.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CTO: This ship is deemed classified, and no one is supposed to know we have it except a few admirals in Starfleet.
CNS Raven says:
~~~FCO: If you're talking to Rose, they are going to target starbase 78. Have her get word to the ship if she can. We're on our way back to the shuttle.~~~
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CO: I can see the tactical reasons for that sir.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ FCO: What do you want me to do?
CSO Chris says:
::turns to leave after the XO wondering what he is planning::
FCO Eagle says:
*SO*:  Don't suppose you could beam us out of here?
CNS Raven says:
::turns to leave with the others, looking quietly menacing or something::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CTO: I would show you the ship but she is currently with Lt Rose, on a mission.
SO Lt Rose says:
@*FCO*: Well, yea... if that is what you would like.
FCO Eagle says:
*SO*:  Let me check with the XO.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Walks to the exit and pushes the button to open the doors::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CO: I would like to take a look at it when it gets back if that would be alright sir.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ EO: We may have guests...
CNS Raven says:
XO: Garvin, our favorite flower seems to be about whenever you need it.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ ::Adds:: EO: The wanted kind.
FCO Eagle says:
~~~CNS:  We have an opportunity to get beamed out of here.  Does the XO still want us to just stay here? ~~~
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CTO: Of course.  But study up on her, in private of course.  Let me show you to the bridge ::Turns off the screen and heads out the door::
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Well, we have an opportunity to get out of here and onto the Chameleon.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CO: Aye, sir. ::Follows the CO::
CNS Raven says:
XO: And the Eagle says we can pull a disappearing act if we have to. ::Speaks quietly as they walk along::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods as he understands the hint in the CNS's words, but doesn't speak before knowing they are quite alone::
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: The Cap'n sent the chameleon back for us?
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Guess he didn't want to leave us stranded here.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Continues up to the TL:: CTO: Get yourself familiar with the ship.
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: God I love that ship.
CSO Chris says:
::Has no idea what they are talking about but follows silently along::
FCO Eagle says:
CMO:  Definitely......and you should try flying her one time!  Oh wait, I'm very possessive of her!  ::Grins::
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Wanting to scan the ship, refrains, given the last situation.::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Following the CO:: CO: I will make it my number one priority sir.
CNS Raven says:
::Catches confusion from the CSO and projects an image of the Chameleon at her, witha big welcome banner waving over her::
CMO Hunter says:
FCO: I'll just stick to her little sickbay... saw a lot of action in there when I was first assigned.
CSO Chris says:
::smiles at the CNS::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Walks into the TL::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Walking along the corridor too the second door::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Enters the TL with the Captain::

ACTION:  The guards stay put as the group exits to the second door

CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Listens to short hum and exits the TL onto the bridge::

ACTION: The FCO and CMO are beamed to the Chameleon.

CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Seeing the CTO and the CO arrive on the bridge she logs off Tactical and steps away... her Cardassian boots clang (tm) on the Deck as she does::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Exits the TL::
CNS Raven says:
::Gets the message from Aaron as they walk along:: ~~~XO: Hunter and Eagle just went to the Chameleon.~~~
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CIV: Glinn Marat, this is Ensign Althor.  Our new Chief Tactical officer
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::straightens her Cardassian Uniform Armor as she sizes up the newest Bridge Officer::
CMO Hunter says:
@::Finds himself on the Cham and makes his way to the control room::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ :: Turns around with a smile:: CMO/FCO: Good to see you gentleman.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Simply nods unemotionally::  CTO: Ensign.
CSO Chris says:
::Follows the group, not wanting to speak even now::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CIV: And Marat don't scare this one.
SO Lt Rose says:
@FCO: Our engineer is having a problem with the engines.  If you could help him?
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods and continues to walk, approaching the second door now and presses the button to open it::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::A gentle grin crosses her lips::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Nods to Marat:: CIV: Glinn Marat
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Good to be out of that vent... I'm gonna need to put something on these scratches when we get back.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CTO: Take your station and see what is going on out there.
CNS Raven says:
XO: Back to the shuttle then, Garvin? ::talks loud enough for the guards to hear, just in case::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CO: Aye, sir. ::Heads to the tactical station::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods:: CNS/CSO: Back indeed.. This way.. ::Points to where they came from earlier::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ CMO: You should probably take care of it now?  :: Points to the screen where the large freighter hovers:: I am not sure what do do next.  Did the XO say anything?
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Not to me, but then I don’t have Aaron's abilities.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#:: Looks over to Marat:: CIV: What have your scans shown so far?
CSO Chris says:
::Follows::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ CMO: Aaron's ability?
CNS Raven says:
XO: What do I tell Rose?
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Points at the console::  CTO: Its all there in the logs Ensign....   Streams and streams of nothing.  Feel free to review if you desire.
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: As a telepath... You didn't know?
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CIV: Thank you for the information. ::Starts to look at the sensor logs::
CSO Chris says:
Self: Ah the flower ::remembers the SO::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Looks around for a moment:: CNS: Starbase 78 under imminent threat of attack. Require explosives to fulfill mission objectives.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ CMO: Ohhh... you mean he was talking with Varesh.  Got it.

ACTION: As the group leaves and walks to the promenade.  A dark figure follows them.

CMO Hunter says:
@::Smiles:: SO: I didn't mean to confuse you.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#CTO: Fresh from the Academy Ensign?
CNS Raven says:
::Nods:: ~~~SO: Rose, sorry to just speak like this, but you need to tell the Captain that starbase 78 is being targeted by this group and we need to destroy this base.~~~
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Jumps again at the voice in her head::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Looks up:: CIV: Didn't I tell you not to?
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CIV: No, I have been on a leave of absence for quite some time.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ FCO: Aaron, you need to let Varesh now I am loaded with explosives.

ACTION: The FCO, hearing Rose, sends a mental message to the counselor.

CMO Hunter says:
@::Raises an eyebrow:: SO: You can hear those guys?
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Looks at the Captain questioningly ::  CO: All I asked is if he was fresh from the Academy...  ::looks to the ceiling throwing her arms out to the side and walks away::
CSO Chris says:
::Has the vague impression of seeing a shadow follow but dismisses it::
CNS Raven says:
::Smiles:: XO: Message from the flower. The Chameleon can spit fire on command.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CIV: You sound like it is like fresh meat at the butcher
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Watches Marat with amusement before looking back to the sensor scans::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#CO: Well Starfleet Ensigns are ripe for the picking Captain.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ CMO: Yea... scary isn't it.  Now if I can just figure out how to talk with them myself.  But either way, apparently Starbase 78 is next on their list.  And I happen to know, 78 is currently undermanned due to the war.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Shakes his head:: CIV: You have eaten?  Have you?

ACTION: One big klingon runs into Varesh and pushes Varesh down hard.

CNS Raven says:
::Falls to the deck as the Klingon crashes into him::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Refrains from answering::  CO: May I use the replicator in your Ready Room?
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Nods:: CNS: Can they beam the fire down?
CSO Chris says:
Klingon: Hey! ::draws her phaser::
CNS Raven says:
Klingon: Get off me you big galoot! ::Punches the Klingon in the ribs, bruising his hand on the body armor::
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Then we need to make sure it stays that way... can we get a message back to the hawk without breaking radio silence?
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Turns on the spot as he sees the Klingon crash into Varesh, immediately procuring his phaser and aiming it at him:: Klingon: Hold it right there, not one millimeter further!

ACTION: As the CSO draws her phaser, a crowd forms and phasers are pointed at the Away Team.  One large man walks out.

CSO Chris says:
::Keeps the phaser aimed, but looking at the crowd as well::
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Shakes her head::  CMO: Not this close.  I would need to get out of the general system.  They have too many little surprises I am afraid of tripping.
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Shakes his head::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CIV: No.
Renegade says:
    CNS: We meet again.  This time I get the last laugh.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Raises an eyebrow::
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Can we see what's going on in there?
CNS Raven says:
~~~FCO: Aaron. have Rose lock onto us and be ready with those explosives!~~~ Renegade: Ah, the big dumb on. I told you I've died before, yet here I stand. What's your excuse?
CSO Chris says:
::Looks between the renegade and the CNS::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Walks back over to the Ensign and slaps him on the back 'buddy' like::  CTO: And how is the Academy these days?
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Turns toward the sensors, talking:: CMO: I can show you their general area and... :: notes the building crowd::  That is not good... is it?
CNS Raven says:
XO: Perhaps its time to make that hasty exit.
SO Lt Rose says:
@CMO: Do you know what they were up to?
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: My guess... that Renegade wants his blade back.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::looks at Marat:: CIV: Couldn't tell you it's been a while since I was last there.
Renegade says:
CNS: You have run out of lives, little man.
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Looks around at the crowd, and looks at the single person walking out, turning his phaser on him in turn:: Renegade: Do you have an issue you wish to.. Discuss..? ::Nods slowly, as he turns to the CNS, then looks quickly at the CSO, hoping she caught on too::
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Hears Aaron:: CMO: The who?  :: shakes her head:: Looks like they want our presents after all.  I believe we will not be staying much longer.
CNS Raven says:
Renegade: Nice words, I will put it on your tombstone.
CSO Chris says:
::Nods, ready to run::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#CTO: And what was it like then?  Is Commander Elson still teaching the sniper lessons?
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Can you get me down there for like 2 seconds for a distraction then beam us all out?
SO Lt Rose says:
@CMO: I ummm... yes.  Where did you have in mind?
Renegade says:
CNS: We will see about that.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#CIV: It was fine when I went through and I have no comment on my time there.
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Points him to the transporter as he talks::
CNS Raven says:
Renegade: Indeed we will. I suppose you want your toad sticker back.
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: After all... we wouldn't want to beam any unwanted visitors out with them... how about here? ::points to a platform above and off to the side of the melee::
XO Garvin Lomez says:
::Wondering what is taking Rose so long to beam them out, his phaser still pointed at the renegade::
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Snorts::  CTO: Well aren't we the friendly sort.  ::Walks around the outer areas of the bridge::
CMO Hunter says:
@::Walks to the pad::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ CMO: OK... here goes....
Thart says:
CNS: You can keep it to carry you to your grave.  ::Pulls out a bigger knife::
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::smiles to himself::
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Five seconds. It’s all I need.

ACTION: The CMO appears next to the others, startling folks.  A few draw back.  And then the Away team is gone in a shimmer of light, at the same time someone fires at the group.

CNS Raven says:
Renegade: You are so going to regret that when I take your other toy away from you. Then you can go cry to your mommy.
CSO Chris says:
::is beamed away relieved::
CO Capt Monroe says:
#::Chuckles:: CIV: I think you have made a friend.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#CO: Yeah we're having tea and crumpets later.  Want to join us Captain?
CO Capt Monroe says:
#CIV: I don't think I have the time to.
CNS Raven says:
::Appears on the Chameleon:: SO: Very close timing, I was about to spend some time on the slab.
CTO Ens AlThor says:
#::Grins::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ All: Welcome aboard?
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Nods::  CO: Just as well.
CSO Chris says:
@::Takes a deep breathe looking at the familiar surroundings:: SO: Perfect timing ::Takes a seat and a deep breath::
CMO Hunter says:
@SO: Looks like the little diversion worked.
CIV Glinn Marat says:
#::Sneezes and then looks to the Captain angrily::  CO: When are you going to dust this bridge Captain??  It is just plain horrible!
SO Lt Rose says:
@::Smiles at Varesh:: XO: Orders?

ACTION: As the adrenaline leaves the counselor, he feels the pain of a phaser burn.

CO Capt Monroe says:
#CIV: Hmmm... You are to report to me right?
XO Garvin Lomez says:
@::Looks around the Chameleon as they arrive on the ship, just in time:: All: Good, that was just in time... ::Turns to Rose:: SO: Good of you to stay out here, Brianna...
SO Lt Rose says:
@ XO: I was getting lonely...
CNS Raven says:
@::Looks down at the wound in his side:: SO: I think I got your luck. ::Drops to the deck::

<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>>>

